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Robert Weil Kiedrich Gräfenberg Riesling  
Trockenbeerenauslese 2019

[100] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
Almost, but not quite, too much of a good thing! 
Exceptionally compact, dried-apricot and mango 
character, the palate super rich, but also very 
highly structured, this is an embryonic  
masterpiece with live-wire acidity and it needs 
many years to unfurl its enormous complexity. 
Very limited production. Better from 2025. 
September 2020

[98+] Wine Advocate
Highly intense in its radiant orange-golden color, Weil’s 2019 Kiedrich  
Gräfenberg Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese offers a highly  
concentrated and still volatile bouquet with stone fruit and honey 
aromas. Intense and salty from the very beginning to the very end, 
this is a crystalline, sharp, precise and energetic TBA with great 
finesse and interplay between salinity, purity, richness, concentration 
and acidity. This is full and focused Riesling, and its elegance, finesse 
and linear course on the palate is really remarkable. This is TBA as 
it was from the good old days. It’s less rich but with this laser acidity 
that makes this a long-distance runner for about 100 years. Tasted 
from AP 30 30 in April 2020. August 2020

Robert Weil Kiedrich Gräfenberg Riesling gg 2019
[97] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott)  
         — [#51] Top 100 Wines of 
Germany 2020 — 
Deep, dense and subtle, this is an imposing wine, 
yet remains so vital and animating. Shimmering 
with a thousand facets, but also with a forthright, 
nectarine note that makes it instantly appealing. 
Brilliant finish that reminds us what it’s like to be 
up in high mountains — the light, the air. Drink 

or hold. September 2020, November 2020

[96] Wine Advocate
Offers a concentrated, super ripe yet elegant and slightly flinty 
bouquet with raisiny notes. On the palate, this is a full-bodied, pure, 
fresh and tight, dry and persistently salty and structured Gräfenberg 
with a long and intense, beautifully tensioned and persistent, firmly 
structured finish with fine mineral and phenolic grip. April 2021

[19] Jancis Robinson
A concentrated fragrance combines the fruit of peach, apricot and 
mirabelle with subtle herbal and fine mineral notions. On the palate 
a compact substance of fruit is kept cool by refreshing acidity and a 
mineral expression akin to rock dust. Subtle sprinklings of herbs and 
spices add further complexity. October 2020

[HHHHH] Restaurant Wine 
Very fine 2019 Riesling. The Gräfenberg is terrific: supple in texture, 
refined in flavor (pineapple, lime, honeysuckle, white peach), well 
balanced, and very long and harmonious on the finish. Warrants 
further aging. October 2021

Wine Advocate Reviewed by Stephan Reinhardt 
“At Weingut Robert Weil, the yields stood “only a few percentage points below the annual average.” The quality, however, is “uniformly phenomenal.”  
Gutswein and Ortswein are fantastic. The dry single-vineyard Lagenwein are stunning. The naturally sweet Kabinett and Spätlese wines are incredibly  
beautiful. Although extremely small in quantity, namely the noble sweet wines are fantastic in 2019. The Trockenbeerenauslese was picked at 209° 
Oechsle and shows outstanding acidity. The fruit of all the wines were stunningly healthy and of high quality — a great condition for long-living wines  
of exceptional qualities.” August 2020
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Robert Weil Kiedrich Gräfenberg Riesling  
Beerenauslese 2019

[98] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
Enormously dense, dried-apricot and mango 
character, but there’s great acidity in there,  
which lifts this massive weight (also due to the 
enormous natural grape sweetness) and makes 
this noble-rot masterpiece astonishingly lively at 
the finish, considering the extreme youthfulness 
of the wine. Very limited production. Drink or 

hold. September 2020

[98] Wine Spectator
Pungent aromas of clove, dried apricot, honey, caramel and spice are 
the hallmarks of this intense dessert white. It’s defined by bracing 
acidity, offsetting the sweetness and propelling the flavors to a lingering  
conclusion. The botrytis and lightly volatile aroma add complexity. 
Drink now through 2045. Web Only 2021

[96] Wine Advocate
Displays a radiant, sun-yellow color and an intense, concentrated and 
even flinty lemon-scented bouquet. Concentrated and sweet yet also 
salty- piquant and stimulatingly fresh and precise on the finish, this is 
an exceptional, highly finessed and fresh noble sweet wine with a lot 
of energy and tension. However, this is something to store for ages. 
7.5% alcohol. Tasted from AP 28 20 in April 2020. August 2020

Robert Weil Kiedrich Gräfenberg Riesling Auslese 2019
[98] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott)  
            — [#28] Top 100 Wines of 
Germany 2020 — 
A very compact wine for this category with 
tremendous concentration of dried peach, apricot 
and pear, plus a very tense balance of fruit and 
radical acidity that requires some years of  
maturation to bring to full harmony. Better from 

2022. September 2020, November 2020

[95] Wine Enthusiast – Editors’ Choice – 
Tiny in footprint yet sonorous and musical, this featherlight sweet 
Riesling is filled to the brim with penetrating pineapple and mango 
flavors. It’s spry and blindingly crystalline, anchored by sabre-like 
acidity and an endless struck-flint finish. Delicious young but likely 
to maintain peak through 2035 and hold much longer still.  
Ausust/September 2021

[95+] Wine Advocate
Concentrated and precise on the stony-flinty and grapefruit-scented 
nose that conveys purity and precision. On opening, the palate is 
generous, lush and silky but precise and finessed, with great elegance 
and finishing touch. The finish is salty, precise, piquant and already 
stimulating, with perfectly healthy raisin and grapefruit flavors on the 
aftertaste. Tasted from AP 26 20 in April 2020. August 2020

Robert Weil Kiedrich Gräfenberg Riesling Spätlese 2019
[97] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
The ravishing, golden aromas gently lead you into 
the inner circle of this stunning Spätlese that’s  
simultaneously deep and very fine. Really compact  
and complex at the very long finish. Drink or hold.  
September 2020

[96] The Tasting Panel
Exquisite, with sweet notes of citrus, honey, and 

vanilla; juicy and tangy yet complex, long, and lovely. July/August 2021

[95] Wine Enthusiast — Editors’ Choice —
Powerfully ripe yet luminous and pristine, this stunning spätlese 
balances the richness of a monumentally ripe vintage with grace and 
vitality. Deeply penetrating white-peach and grapefruit flavors are 
accented by a spray of crushed slate and salt, as well as a piercing 
lemon-lime backbone. It’s hedonistic now but should gain complexity 
and depth as it ages. At peak now through 2035. June/July 2021

[94+] Wine Advocate
Deep, intense and complex on the stony, herbal, beautifully con-
centrated and aromatic yet also pure and flinty nose. On the palate, 
this is a juicy, refined, piquant and elegant Spätlese with substance, 
length and complexity in the long and endlessly salty finish. This is 
a great wine and, if you are patient enough, a Riesling to cellar for at 
least 10-20 years. This is one of the highlights in Robert Weil’s 2019 
collection. Fabulous! Tasted from AP 25 20 in April 2020. August 2020

[18] Jancis Robinson
With repeated swirling an initially shy fragrance opens up to reveal a 
whole range of fruit aromas, from ripe peach and yellow plum to the 
downright tropical mango and orange. On the palate the Gräfenberg 
Spätlese has all the fruit, from fleshy apricot to sweet juicy orange, but it  
is its tantalising vibrancy that takes it to another dimension. Acidity 
takes its role to perfection when it is there, but not noticed, in total 
harmony with a well-pitched measure of residual sugar. August 2020

[HHHHH] Restaurant Wine 
Exceptional Spätlese; the finest I have tasted from Robert Weil. It is rich  
and luscious, with fine balance and flavors (peach, pineapple, apricot,  
honeysuckle), a long palate evolution, and a rich, persistent finish. 
Superb; warrants at least 3 to 5 more years of aging. Unwooded. 
October 2021
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Robert Weil Kiedrich Turmberg Riesling Trocken 2019
[95] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
A whiff of smoky mystery sucks you into this 
concentrated and very elegant dry wine that has 
strident minerality through the very long, driving 
finish. Great aging potential. Drink or hold.  
September 2020

[93-94] Wine Advocate
More closed on the nose at this stage than the 
Gräfenberg GG and shows a pure, fresh and  

citrus-scented bouquet with stony aromas and notes of orange oil. 
Full-bodied, intense and structured on the palate, this is a juicy, still 
slightly phenolic but elegant and refined Riesling that will improve 
with bottle age. It is salty and piquant on the stimulating finish. Tasted  
as a sample in April 2020. August 2020

[94] The Tasting Panel
Bright citrus nose and notes of dry.juicy lime and citrus; pure, with 
balance and finesse. July/August 2021

[93] Wine Enthusiast 
The nose is subtle here, suggesting traces of fresh lemon and blossom,  
but the palate of this dry, full-bodied white offers juicy, mouthwatering  
white-peach and grapefruit flavors edged by a crush of stony minerals 
and a pleasant tug of lime zest. While immediately enjoyable, it’s 
a steely, elegantly structured Riesling that should improve through 
2030 and hold longer still. April 2021

[17] Jancis Robinson
A fragrance of peach, apricot and vanilla promises a ripeness of fruit  
which the flavour does not fail to deliver. There are even some tropical  
notes on the palate, and notions of vanilla and cream add another 
luscious dimension, residual sugar has been wisely contained to leave  
some room for spicy and mineral nuances on the finish. With long- 
lingering vanilla, I’m convinced oak had more than a hand in this. 
August 2020

[HHHH] Restaurant Wine 
Very fine 2019 Riesling. The Turmberg is rich but elegant Riesling; 
full bodied, finely flavored (white peach, yellow apple, honeysuckle, 
lime), well balanced, and the long on the finish. Very fine quality; can 
be aged further. October 2021

Robert Weil Kiedrich Turmberg Riesling Spätlese 2019
[96] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
Stunning white-currant and chamomile aromas, 
then a very elegant palate with a touch of acacia 
honey and a ton of minerality at the very long and 
complex finish. Drink or hold. September 2020

Robert Weil Kiedricher Riesling Trocken 2019
[94] The Tasting Panel
Smooth, floral, and luscious; elegant, classic, and 
long. July/August 2021

[93] Wine Enthusiast  
        — Editors’ Choice —
Luminous white peach and cherry blossoms 
perfume this dry, gorgeously fruity white. While 
medium bodied in style, it’s a lavish, silky Riesling 
etched by a fine filigree of chalk and slate.  

Fresh-faced and pristine in fruit, it appeals to a wide audience but 
it’s a remarkably elegant wine that should drink well through 2025 at 
least. June/July 2021

[93] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
The delightful, sliced-peach and pear aromas gently lead you into 
this finely nuanced, medium-bodied dry riesling with filigree acidity 
illuminating the mineral character at the long finish. Drink or hold. 
September 2020

[88] Wine Advocate
More delicate and refined on the bright and shining nose compared 
to the generic dry Riesling. Smoky flint aromas and stony notes add 
further complexity. Medium-bodied and juicy-piquant on the palate, 
this is a refined, elegant and crystalline Riesling. The finish is  
stunningly light and even somewhat watery. It is still pretty reductive, 
but I clearly preferred the 2018 and 2017 to the 2019. Tasted from 
AP 32 20 in April 2020. August 2020

[16] Jancis Robinson
Another atmospheric fragrance with elderflower growing by a  
mountain stream, or put more prosaically it’s green and fresh on 
the nose. A sherbety expression softens the acidity of an aromatic 
gooseberry and white-currant flavour, phenolic and mineral nuances 
add more bite to the taste. A tad of residual sugar softens the impact. 
August 2020

[HHHH+] Restaurant Wine 
Delicious Kiedricher: supple, medium full bodied, and well balanced, 
it is a fairly rich wine, with honeysuckle, lime and white peach flavors, 
and a medium long finish. Great value; can be aged a bit. October 2021
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Robert Weil Riesling Kabinett 2019
[92] Wine Enthusiast 
There’s just a hint of lime blossom on the nose 
but the palate of this vibrant kabinett pulsates 
with piercing lime and lemon flavors. Semisweet 
in style yet calibrated neatly by racy acidity and a 
cooling, mineral edge, it’s a stately yet irresistibly 
quaffable sip best now through 2029. June/July 2021

[92] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
Brimming with white peach and fresh mint in 

the nose. Very bright and juicy with super crisp acidity. Lively, lemony 
acidity throughout the long, bright finish. Drink now. September 2020

[89] Wine Advocate
Just ripe on the bright, refreshing, very elegant and delicate nose. 
Round, lush and mouthfilling on the palate, this is a light yet piquant 
and aromatic Kabinett classic with precision and white fruit and 
floral aromas on the finish. Delicious. 10% alcohol. Tasted from AP 19 
20 in April 2020. August 2020

[HHH+] Restaurant Wine 
Very good Riesling Kabinett: round, mildly sweet, and crisp, with 
light-medium body, pineapple, apple, and honeysuckle flavors, and 
a crisp finish. Can be aged a bit. From vineyards in Kiedrich and 
Eltville. October 2021

Robert Weil Riesling Spätlese 2019
[94] The Tasting Panel
Ripe and lush yet balanced, with elegant style and 
notes of vanilla. July/August 2021

[92] Wine Enthusiast 
Mouthwatering honeydew and lemon flavors 
explode on the palate of this succulent medium- 
sweet Riesling. It’s deeply fruity but luminous 
and fresh, balancing sweet, succulent nectar 

against streaks of steel and lime acidity. Delicious now but should 
hold well through 2025 at least. June/July 2021

[90+] Wine Advocate
Bright, fresh and piquant on the super clear and spicy nose, which is 
still shy due to heavy reduction. Mouthfillingly juicy yet refined and 
elegant on the palate, this is a filigreed and sustainably mineral  
Rheingau Spätlese. It is straight and linear, built on this lovely 
interplay of hidden sweetness and typical Rheingau freshness and 
crystallinity. Excellent and in the old feinherb Spätlese style rather 
than really sweet. Definitely a wine to quaff (preferably in 10 years). 
Tasted from AP 20 20 in April 2020. August 2020

Robert Weil Riesling Tradition 2019
[92] The Tasting Panel
Clean, round, and balanced; juicy and sweet, with 
citrus and honey. July/August 2021

[91] Wine Enthusiast 
The nose is demure here suggesting cooling notes 
of river rock and tart honeydew. But the palate 
of this zingy, light sabre of Riesling offers crisp 
white-peach and lemon flavors catapulted by a 
streak of lime acidity. It’s a vital, spine-tingling sip  

that awakens the senses and then soothes through a long, steely finish.  
Delicious now but it should hold well through 2027. June/July 2021

[91] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) Where are those spicy 
prawns? Brimming with red-apple, white-peach and floral aromas in 
the nose, then comes a sleek, very crisp and lively palate. Just enough 
sweetness to make this super refreshing, but not too tart. Drink now.  
September 2020

[90] Wine Advocate
Super clear, bright, crisp and flinty on the clear and coolish nose 
that also reveals some smoky and herbal notes. Light and bright on 
the palate, this is a Mosel-like Riesling with delicate if not watery, 
crystal-clear fruit and the gorgeous finesse of the slatey/sandy terroir. 
There is just a kiss of residual sugar. You might ask if there is any 
alcohol in the 2019, and yes, there is: 10.5%. I am sure Wilhelm Haag 
from Fritz Haag in the Mosel Valley would love to drink this wine in 
the morning as well as in the evening. August 2020

[Silver Medal] 2021 Texsom International Wine Awards
May 2021
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Robert Weil Riesling Trocken 2019
[92] JamesSuckling.com (Stuart Pigott) 
An excellent wine for this humble category that’s 
very food friendly. Bright, white-peach and lemon 
nose with delicate, floral notes. Sleek and elegant, 
the finely nuanced fruit neatly supported by a 
touch of tannin and creaminess from the lees. 
Then comes the lively, lemony and mineral  
freshness. Drink now. September 2020

[92] The Tasting Panel
Silky, bright, and juicy; dry and classic, with lime and citrus. July/August 2021

[91] Wine Enthusiast — Editors’ Choice — 
Fully dry yet slim in profile, this sleek, penetrating Riesling offers  
elegance beyond its easy price point. Kissed by sprays of white  
blossom and piercing grapefruit flavor, it’s a thirst-quenching, zesty 
white best enjoyed now–2024. April 2021

[88] Wine Advocate
Pure, bright, precise and clear on the aromatic and flinty-reductive 
nose. Intense and grippy on the palate, this is a juicy, well-structured 
yet easy- drinking Rheingau classic with a clear, ripe and bright stone  
fruit aroma and stimulating grip on the finish. Suitable for any occasion.  
12% alcohol. Tasted from AP 12 20 in April 2020. August 2020

[15.5] Jancis Robinson
Marked aromatic fragrance, with gooseberry and elderflower blossom.  
On the palate, grapefruit with plenty of zest and pith is supported by 
a spicy piquancy to produce an animating dry Riesling with a stony 
finish. Quite lean. August 2020

[HHHH] Restaurant Wine 
Supple and fruity in style, this is an excellent medium bodied dry 
Riesling that has apple, white peach and lime flavors, and a medium 
long finish. Can be aged a bit. October 2021


